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Introduction

This final instalment of the indexing project covering sixty years of the Society for the Study of Labour History Bulletin and Labour History Review (LHR) covers the first decade of the latter as it transformed from the Bulletin which had so well served the labour history community for thirty years. It remained ambitious, retaining three issues each year, attracting leading figures in the field as well as showcasing the next generation. The Society was fortunate in having been supported over of those years by key scholars in the field, including John L. Halstead, who was not only a former editor of both journals but has supported this indexing project from the start.

Another constant presence from 1985, with his first book review, until 2018, with an article on the Christian Socialist, Charles Stubbs (83:1, pages 1-28), was the late Professor Malcolm Chase (1957-2020). Appreciations of his life and work can be found in LHR 85:3 (December 2020), pages 219-232. A teacher, author and renowned authority on the Chartists, Malcolm Chase still found time in the Society’s journals to regularly review books and write articles, to edit the Review and act as a vice-president of the Society. This completed indexing project is therefore dedicated to his memory and the immense contribution he made to the development of British labour history. It is also fitting, therefore, that this final part of the index has drawn on his earlier work covering volumes 61 to 65 (1996-2000) and published in LHR 65:3 (1995), pages 405-442. In addition, the extensive reviews in volumes 55 to 60 (1990-1995) have been transcribed from Victor F. Gilbert, Cumulative Index to the Bulletin of the Society for the Study of Labour History (1986-1989) and the Labour History Review (1990-1995), published as a booklet in 1998 by the Society. Now out of print, a copy was generously provided by John L. Halstead.


JOURNAL ISSUES

Volume 55 (1990)

1 (Spring)
- Editorial: The first issue of Labour History Review: John L. Halstead et al (2-3)
- Obituary: J.P.M. Millar (1883-1989) – John McIlroy & Brian Simon (4-7)
- News & Notes (8)
● Conference Report (9-17)
● Letters to Editors (18-20)
● Communication – Humphrey Southall & David Gilbert (21-22)
● Essays in Review (44-46)
● Short Notices (Book reviews) (87-126)
● Conference Notices (127-128)

2 (Summer)
● News & Notes (2-5)
● Theses & Dissertations (6-20)
● Classified Archive Deposits – Stephen Bird (21-27)
● Annual Bibliography 1989 – John Bennett (28-63)
● Theses Report – Graham Johnson (64-65)
● Notes on Sources (66-78)
● Short Notices (Book reviews) (79-88)
● Conference Notices (88)

3 (Winter)
● Obituary: Timothy W. Mason (1940-1990): Memories of a historian – Martin S. Alexander (2-4)
● Conference Reports (5-17)
● Letters to Editors (18-19)
● Essay in Labour History – Bill Davidson (20-26)
● Essays in Review (27-46)
● Short Notices (Book reviews) (47-84)
● Women, the Family Economy and Homework: Historical Perspectives on Paid Labour at Home (84)

Volume 56 (1991)

1 (Spring)
Note: This issue has not yet been posted online but it was covered by the Gilbert index. The following items are therefore drawn from that index. All book reviews in this issue are, however, listed in the appropriate section below.

● Editorial: Historical glasnost – John L. Halstead (2-3)
● Conference Reports – Royden Harrison, Michael Foot, Richard Croucher and John L. Halstead (8-31)
● Letters to Editors (32-35)
● Short Notices (Book reviews)
2 (Summer)
● News & Notes (2)
● Archives & Resources News (2-3)
● Letters to the Editors (3-4)
● Theses & Dissertations – Victor Gilbert (5-14)
● Classified Archive Deposits (15-19)
● Annual Bibliography – John Bennett (20-38)
● Thesis Report – Paul Cunningham (39-40)
● Notes on Sources – Martyn Everett (41-50)
● Document (51—53)
● Short Notices (Book reviews) (54-84)
● Conference Notice (85-86)

3 (Winter)
● Letter to the Editor – Francis King & George Matthews (2-3)
● News & Notes (3)
● Conference Reports (4-22)
● Essay in Labour History – Roy Church (23-36)
● Essays in Review (37-71)
● Short Notices (Book reviews) (72-103)
● Conference Notice (104)

Volume 57 (1992)

1 (Spring)
● Editorial (2-5)
● News & Notes (5-7)
● Conference Reports (8-20)
● Essays in Labour Statistics – Andrew Taylor & Sam Davies (21-36)
● Document (37-41)
● Short Notices (Book reviews) (42-80)
● Conference Notices (80)

2 (Autumn)
● Editorial (2)
● Letters to Editors (3-4)
● News & Notes (4)
● Theses & Dissertations – Kevin Morgan (5-15)
● Classified Archive Deposits – Stephen Bird (16-20)
● Annual Bibliography – John Bennett, Matthew Chatterton & Linda Smallbone (21-42)
● Essays in Review (43-48)
● Short Notices (Book reviews) (49-78)
● Conference Notes (78)
3 (Winter)
● Notes & News (2)
● Conferences Reports (3-36)
● Essay in Historiography – Kevin McDermott (37-58)
● Communication – Edward Royle (67-71)
● Essay in Labour History – John Hope (72-83)
● Documentary Essay (84-94)
● Essays in Review (95-109)
● Short Notices (Book reviews) (110-135)
● Conference Notices (136)

Volume 58 (1993)

1 (Spring)
● Editorial (2-3)
● News & Notes (4)
● Letters to Editors (5-7)
● Conference Reports (8-34)
● Communication – Keith Flett (35-36)
● Essay in Labour History – Clive Griggs (37-46)
● Essays in Review (47-66)
● Short Notices (Book reviews) (67-106)
● Conference Notice (107-108)

2 (Autumn)
● News & Notes (2)
● Letters to Editors (3-8)
● Theses & Dissertations – Geoff Smith (9-22)
● Archive Deposits – Michelle Cale (23-30)
● Annual Bibliography – Claire Abson & John Bennett (31-43)
● Essays in Review (44-58)
● Short Notices (Book reviews) (59-111)
● Conference Notice (111)

3 (Winter)
● News & Notes (2)
● Letters to Editors (3)
● Conference Reports (4-21)
● Essay in Labour History – Richard Stevens (22-37)
● Essay in Oral History – Nick Howard (38-50)
● Document – Neil Barrett (51-66)
● Communication – Peter Ackers (67-72)
● Essays in Review (73-91)
● Short Notices (Book reviews) (92-113)
● Conferences Notices (114-116)
Volume 59 (1994)

1 (Spring)
● Obituary: Edward Thompson – Merfyn Jones, David Montgomery & Sheila Rowbotham (2-7)
● Letters to Editors (8-11)
● News & Notes (12-14)
● Conference Reports- Joe White (14-15)
● Essays in Labour History (16-33)
● Essays in Review (34-47)
● Short Notices (Book reviews) (48-72)
● Notes for Contributors (73-74)
● Conference Notice (75-76)

2 (Autumn)
● News & Notes (2)
● Theses & Dissertations – Geoff Smith (3-22)
● Archive Deposits – Michelle Cale (23-29)
● Annual Bibliography – John Bennett & Alison Matthews (30-52)
● Thesis Report – Peter Ackers (53-54)
● Notes on Sources (55-63)
● Essays in Review (64-71)
● Short Notices (Book reviews) (72-104)
● Notes for Contributors (105-106)
● Conference Notice (107-108)

3 (Winter)
● Obituaries: Ralph Miliband – David Coates; David J.V. Jones; Owen R. Ashton (2-4)
● Notes & News (5)
● Letters to Editors (6-10)
● Conference Reports – Steve Koerner (11-16)
● Communication – Dan Weinbren (17-19)
● Essays in Labour History (20-67)
● Essays on Review (68-83)
● Short Notices (Book reviews) (84-108)
● Conference Notices (109-110)

Volume 60 (1995)

1 (Spring)
● Editorial (2)
● Essay in Labour History: The Left in Northern Ireland – Christopher Nolan (3-20)
● Essay in Historiography: A Historiography of Irish Labour – Emmet O’Connor (21-34)
● Conference Reports (52-56)
● Essays in Review (57-76)
Short Notices (Book reviews) (77-133)
Letters to the Editors (134)
Obituaries: Jeannette Coltham; Herbert Otto Roth; George S. Wagner – John L Halstead (135)
News and Notes (136)
Notes for Contributors (137-138)
Conference Notices (139)

2 (Autumn)
Theses & Dissertations – Geoff Smith (2-15)
Archive Deposits – Una O’Sullivan (16-20)
Annual bibliography – John Bennett & Alison Holgate (21-46)
Conference Reports – David Gilbert (47-110)
Essays in Review (111-123)
Short Notices (Book reviews) (124-157)
Letters to Editors (158-159)
News and Notes (159)
Conference Notices (160)

3 (Winter)
Conference Reports (2-36)
Communications (37-42)
Document (The Pemberton Billing Trial 1918) – Gerry Rubin (43-45)
Debate: The current and future position of labour history (46-53)
Thesis Report – Dave Backwith (54-56)
Essays in Review (57-70)
Short Notices (Book reviews) (71-101)
Letters to the Editors (102-104)
Obituaries: various including Hugh Clegg – John L. Halstead (105)
News and Notes (106)

Volume 61 (1996)

1 (April)
Editorial (1-3)
Learning from Russia: The History of Soviets in Britain – John Slatter (5-29)
Labour Ideals and Colonial Pioneers: Wedgwood, Morrison and Zionism – Paul Kelemen (30-48)
The Travails of Migrant and Wage Labour in the Lagos Metropolitan Area in the Inter-War Years – Ayodeji Olukoju (49-70)
Labour’s Challenge to Capital in Fiat: The Influence of Southern Immigrants in a Changing Industrial Culture – Hilary Partridge (71-101)
Short Notices (Book reviews) (110-170)
Forthcoming Conferences (171-172)
2 (July)
• Pauper apprenticeship and the Grimsby fishing industry, 1870 to 1914 – Pamela Horn (173-194)
• ‘Fiction with a solid background of genuine autobiography’: The critical reception of The Ragged Trousered Philanthropists in 1914 – Bill Coxall & Clive Griggs (195-211)
• Theses and Dissertations – Geoff Smith (212-230)
• Archive Deposits – A. Lewis (231-238)
• Annual Bibliography: 1995 – John Bennett (239-262)
• Essays in Review (263-275)
• Short Notices (Book reviews) (276-296)
• Forthcoming Conferences (296)

3 (December)
• The Labour Party’s Election Posters in 1945 – John Gorman (299-308)
• The House of Industry League: Guild Socialism in the 1930s and 1940s – Mike Tyldesley (309-321)
• The Crisis in Labour History: A Further Comment – John Saville (322-328)
• Conference Reports – Dan Weinbren (329-331)
• Review Essays (332-340)
• Short Notices (Book reviews) (341-399)
• Obituary: Rodney Mace (400-401)
• Letter to the Editors – Nick Tiratsoo (402-403)
• News and Notes (404)
• Notes for Contributors (405-406)
• Forthcoming Conferences (407-408)

Volume 62 (1997)

1 (Spring)
• Editorial (1-3)
• Learning from Russia: The History of Soviets in Britain – John Slatter (5-29)
• Labour Ideals and Colonial Pioneers: Wedgwood, Morrison and Zionism – Paul Kelemen (30-48)
• The Travails of Migrant and Wage Labour in the Lagos Metropolitan Area in the Inter-War Years – Ayodeji Olukoju (49-70)
• Labour’s Challenge to Capital in Fiat: The Influence of Southern Immigrants in a Changing Industrial Culture – Hilary Partridge (71-101)
• Review Essay – Jeffrey Hill (102-109)
• Short Notices (Book reviews) (110-170)
• Forthcoming Conferences (171-172)

2 (Summer)
• Friends of the people: parliamentary supporters of popular radicalism, 1832-1849 – David Nicholls (127-146)
• Refabricating labour history; or, from labour history to the history of labour – Patrick Joyce (147-152)
• Theses and Dissertations – Geoff Smith (153-168)
Archive Deposits – Katherine Williams (169-177)
Annual Bibliography 1996 – Yasmin Adeeb & John Bennett (178-206)
Review Essay – David Goodway (207-210)
Short Notices (Book reviews) (211-247)
Obituary: Edmund Frow (1906-1997) (248)
News and Notes (249-250)
Forthcoming Conferences (251)

3 (Winter)
Editorial (253-259)
Consumer history and the dilemmas of working-class history – Gary Cross (261-274)
Labour and improvement: agricultural change in East Anglia, circa 1750-1870 – Susanna Martins & Tom Williamson (275-295)
Proletarian cadres en route: Austrian NKVD agents in Britain 1941-43 – Barry McLoughlin (296-317)
Reconstructing Labour History – John Belchem (318-325)
Review Essays (324-332)
Short Notices: book reviews (333-366)
Conference Reports (367-372)
Forthcoming Conference (373-374)

Volume 63 (1998)

1 (Spring)
Editorial: Gendering work: historical approaches – Pamela Sharpe & Harriet Bradley (1-3)
'To bridle the falsehood of unconscionable workmen, and for her own satisfaction': What the Jacobean housewife needed to know about men’s work, and why – Michael Roberts (4-30)
Female-headed households in early industrial Britain: the vanguard of the proletariat? – Jane Humphries (31-65)
The face on the cutting-room floor: women editors in the French cinema of the 1930s – Siân Reynolds (66-82)
'They didn’t want women back in that job!': the Second World War and the construction of gendered work histories – Penny Summerfield (83-104)
Review Essay – Jill Liddington (105-109)
Short Notices (Book reviews) (110-142)

2 (Summer)
A skilled workforce during the transition to industrial society: forgemen in the British iron trade, 1500-1850 – Chris Evans (143-159)
Workers and slaves: class relations in South Lancashire in the time of the Cotton Famine – Janet Toole (160-181)
Second thoughts on revolutionary syndicalism – Marcel van der Linden (182-196)
Review Essay – Daniel Weinbren (197-201)
Short Notices: (Book reviews) (202-254)
Conference Reports (255-258)
News and Notes (258-260)
3 (Winter)
● Contextualising British syndicalism, c. 1907-c. 1920 – Richard Price (261-276)
● ‘From gun carriage to railway carriage’: the fight for peace work at the Woolwich Arsenal 1919-22 – Dan Weinbren (277-297)
● From the Archives – A. Harvey (298-301)
● Theses and Dissertations – Yasmin Adeeb & John Bennett (302-323)
● Archive Deposits – Katherine Williams (324-329)
● Annual Bibliography – Yasmin Adeeb & John Bennett (330-356)
● Review Essay – John McIlroy (357-363)
● Short Notices (Book reviews) (364-376)
● Conference Announcement (386)

Volume 64 (1999)

1 (Spring)
● Editorial (ii)
● Lancashire to Westminster: a study of cotton trade union officials and British labour 1910-39 – Alan Fowler (1-22)
● Labour and the Cold War: the TGWU and the politics of anti-Communism, 1945-55 – Jim Phillips (44-61)
● Short Notices (Book reviews) (74-138)
● Obituary: Sidney Pollard (1925-1998) – David Martin (139-142)

2 (Summer)
● Britishness, the United Kingdom and the Revolutions of 1848 – John Belchem (143-158)
● Analysis of a defeat: revolution and worker-peasant alliances in Italy, 1919-20 – John Foot (159-178)
● Still setting the pace? Labour history, industrial relations and the history of post-war trade unionism – John McIlroy and Alan Campbell (179-199)
● Review Essays: ‘Women at Work’ – Rosemary Crompton & Margaret Walsh (200-209)
● Short Essays- book reviews (210-261)
● Books Received in 1998 (262-265)
● Obituary: Stan Shipley (1930-1999) – Archie Potts (266)
● Conference Notices (267-268)

3 (Winter)
● The Labour Party, the TUC and Spain, 1959-1977 – Pilar Anaya (269-286)
● From the Archives (287-289)
● Theses and Dissertations – Yasmin Adeeb & John Bennett (290-306)
● Archive Deposits – Katherine Williams (307-313)
Conference Report – Mark Minion, Isabelle Tombs & Lawrence Black (335-336)

Editorials
(In chronological order)

----- Mr Waldegrave awaits your letters – 57:2 (1992), 2.

Changes to new journal – 64:1 (1999), 0.

Special (themed) issues


Articles, essays & reports

----- Britishness, the United Kingdom and the revolutions of 1848 – 64:2 (1999), 143-158.
Joyce, Patrick. Refabricating labour history; or, from labour history to the history of labour – 62:2 (1997), 147-152.
Olukoju, Ayodeji. The Travails of Migrant and Wage Labour in the Lagos Metropolitan Area in the Inter-War Years – 61:1 (1996), 49-70.
Porter, Thomas W. Earnest Charles Jones and the Royal Literary Fund (Documentary essay) – 57:3 (1992), 84-94.

Letters to editors/Communications

_____ The ILP in the 1940s – 58:3 (1993), 3.
Hanson, Sven Ove. ‘Socialism’ in Sweden (Communication) - 60:3 (1995), 37-39.
_____ Response to Davidson (Klugmann) article in spring issue – 58:2 (1993), 8.
Vlahović, Stanisa R. Response to Davidson (Klugmann) article in spring issue – 58:2 (1993), 4-5.

Debate

The current and future position of labour history: ‘Labour history in the mainstream: Not drowning but waving?’ (Malcolm Chase); ‘The crisis in labour history’ (Steven Fielding); ‘Urgent action needed’ (Keith Flett); ‘The labour history prospect’ (John L. Halstead & David Martin) – 60:3 (1995), 46-53.

News & Notes
(In chronological order)

British-Dutch labour history; Trade Union Congress records; An historical data archive for the UK: a feasibility study; Mutual societies and the labour movement; Bewick Books – 55:2 (1990), 2-5.
The Labour Party at the local level; North-West Labour History Group; A working-class library in Sidney – 56:2 (1991), 2.
Death of E.P. Thompson, President of SSLH; archive deposits; CPGB conference; The Co-operative Women’s Guild – 58:2 (1993), 2.
Liverpool studies; German labour movement; the Communist Party picture library; the Oxford English Dictionary; conferences; an oral history of the Labour Party – 59:1 (1994), 12-14.
Secretary’s report (John Belchem); the social history of work (1996 theme of the Social History Society); Alternative futures and popular unrest (conference at Manchester Metropolitan University, April 1995 – 59:3 (1994), 5.
David Jones Memorial Fund; Social history and literature; The Communist oral history project – 60:1 (1995), 136.
John Belchem (Secretary): AGM; Communist history project; conferences – 60:3 (1995), 106.
A conference on Chartism; International conference of labour historians; The naval mutinies of 1797; Radicalising class, classifying race – 61:3 (1996), 404.
TUC library; The John Burns Collection at the University of London Library – 62:2 (1997), 249-250.

Appreciations, Memories & Obituaries


**Theses and Dissertations**


**Bibliography**


**Archives, documents, indexes & museums**

Alderman, Geoffrey. Dr Forgan’s resignation from the British Union of Fascists, including note of an interview with him (Document) – 57:1 (1992), 37-41.


Harvey, A.D. The Secret Police at Kew (From the archives) – 63:3 (1998), 296-301.

Notes on Sources


Conference Reports

Barrow, Logie. Papers give to the SSLH autumn conference: Early European labour history (papers edited by John Halstead): ‘Thranite movement in Norway, 1849—51’ (Tore Prysor); ‘Women in movements of religious dissent in 1840s Germany’ (Sylvia Paletschk); ‘Early French socialism: ways to construct social identity (Jacques Rancière); “Defensive elitism’ and early craft unions in the wrought iron industry after 1850: Britain, the USA and Germany in comparative perspective’ (Thomas Welskopp) – 58:3 (1993), 4-18.
Belchem, John & Buckland, Patrick. Papers given to the SSLH spring conference: The Irish in British Labour History: ‘The Irish in Britain: settlers or transients?’ (David Fitzpatrick); ‘Britain, United States and Australia: some comparative reflections’ (John Belchem); ‘The Irish in nineteenth-century Britain: towards a definitive history’ (Roger Swift); ‘Ethnic conflict in the North East of England: the case of the Irish immigrants (Frank Neal); ‘The Teesside Irish in the nineteenth century (Malcolm Chase); ‘Irish Catholicism in Liverpool between the wars’ (Frank Boyce); ‘Irish labour recruitment schemes, 1937-1948’ (Kenneth Lunn); ‘The bright wave: Irish migrants in Britain in the 1980s’ (Liam Greenslade) – 57:3 (1992), 3-24.


LHR editors – Papers given to SSLH 1995 spring conference - Class: As concept and experience: ‘The continued relevance and engagements of class’ (Neville Kirk); ‘Gender and class: women’s languages of power’ (Eileen Janes Yeo); ‘Race, class and the state: From Marxism to ‘Post-modernism’’ (Ali Rattansi); ‘Class and nation’ (Eric Hobsbawm) [This paper not published in this issue] – 60:3 (1995), 2-36.


Reid, Alistair et al. Papers given to SSLH spring conference: The Future of Labour History – ‘The subject of labour history’ (Alistair J. Reid); ‘Comparative labour history’: (1) The practice of comparative history, (2) The subject of labour history, (3) Three kinds of comparative labour history (a) Long-run macroanalysis (b) Specific international
comparisons (c) Shorter-run comparative description (4) Conclusion (John Breuilly); ‘Business history and labour history’ (Alan MacKinlay); ‘Political history and labour history’ (Duncan Tanner); ‘Women’s history and labour history’ (a) Women and labour politics (b) Industrial relations (c) The gender division of work and pay (Pat Thane) – 55:3 (1990), 5-16.


Walsh, Margaret Wrigley, Chris. Report on SSLH spring conference: Women, the family economy and homework – ‘Gender, work and family’ (Dorothy Thompson); ‘A hidden matriarchy among the urban poor of England, 1880-1939’ (Carl Chinn); ‘Interpreting sweating and women’s paid work at home’ (Sheila Blackburn); ‘Women, the family economy and homework: North-West England, 1900-1970 (Elizabeth Roberts); ‘Women outworkers in industrializing America in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (Margaret Walsh) – 56:3 (1991), 4-22.


Watkinson, Ray & others. Papers given to SSLH autumn conference: Images of the Working Class – ‘“Work” by Ford Maddox Brown’ (Ray Watkinson); ‘Utterly shameless women’: Images of women field workers (Karen Sayer); The ideology and iconography of May Day illustrations in Germany (Willi Guttsman); The autobiography of the working class (John Burnett); Proletarian literature in the 1930s: From anti-intellectualism to anti-fascism (Andy Croft); The film image of working class people in the 1930s (Peter Stead) – 55:1 (1990), 9-17.


International: ‘Widening horizons: British labour and the Second International, 1893-
1905’; ‘The Second International and the trade unions’ (Susan Milner); ‘The Italian
Socialist Party and the Second International’ (Carl Levy); ‘British women and the
Second International’ (Karen Hunt); ‘The Labour Party and the Labour and Socialist
International: The challenge of communism and fascism’ (Christine Collette) – 58:1
(1993), 8-34.

Forthcoming Conferences
(In chronological order)

1991 SSLH spring conference: Women, the family economy and homework: Historical
perspectives on paid labour at home – 55:1 (1990), 127 and programme in 55:3
(1990), 84.
1991 SSLH autumn conference: Archives, icons and artifacts: Labour history resources,
1992 September - 8th British Dutch conference on labour history & SSLH autumn conference,
‘Social Democracy and the Second International’ – 57:1 (1992), 80 and programme -
57:2 (1992), 78.
1993 SSLH spring conference: Comparative European History: Some Early Contrasts – 57:2
1993 SSLH autumn conference - Socialists in British politics: The Independent Labour Party
1994 Centre for Social History & the SSLH, spring conference: The History of the Labour
1994 SSLH autumn conference: Community, gender and culture in mining history – 58:3
1995 SSLH autumn conference: The working class and consumption – 59:3 (1994), 109 and
1996 SSLH conference: John Thelwell and the decline of radicalism in the 1790s (November)
1997 SSLH conference: Aspects of biographical research into the labour movement (March)
1997 SSLH & Modern Records Centre: Historical studies in industrial relations (September) –
61:3 (1996), 408.

**Essays/articles in Review**

Berger, Stefan.  The (self-)importance of being an intellectual (Marxist intellectuals in Germany) - 59:2 (1994), 64-67.
_____ Aspects of British trade unionism (Clegg’s History) - 59:3 (1994), 78-80.
_____ Understanding Past Times (Raphael Samuel’s Theatres of Memory) – 61:2 (Summer 1996), 271-275.
Collette, Christine.  The personal and the political (Gender and the British working class) - 60:3 (1995), 57-59.
_____ Digging the Fabian digger (Australia’s first Fabians) - 60:1 (1995), 68-73
Lancaster, Bill. The rise of labour (Political change and the Labour Party) - 57:3 (1992), 100.
Laybourn, Keith. The Peter Pan of the socialist movement (Tom Mann) - 57:3 (1992), 95-97.
Mandler, Peter. Penelope and the Victorians (Victorian values & social history) - 59:1 (1994), 34-36.
______ The making of modern labour in Britain and the United States (Neville Kirk, Labour and society in Britain) - 60:2 (1995), 114-120.


______  Women at work – 64:2 (1999), 204-209.


Williams, Gareth.  Up the Reds: players, professionals and the proletariat (working class sport) - 55:1 (1990), 71-75.


______  Myriad faces of British and Russian history (Books in review) 63:3 (1998), 377-381.

Young, James, V.  The tragedy of the ‘internationalist’ left and ‘the peculiarities of the Scots’ -- 60:1 (1995), 65-68

Reviews (reviewers in brackets)

Note: from 1996 short reviews were included in ‘Short Notices’

Aalders, Gerard & Wiebes, Cees, The art of cloaking ownership: The secret collaboration and protection of German war industry by the neutrals: The case of Sweden (Richard Overy) – 63:2 (1998), 238-240.


Barrell, Ray (ed.), *The UK labour market: Comparative aspects and institutional developments* (Chris Rowley) – 60:2 (1995), 139-140.


______ The search for normality: National identity and historical consciousness in Germany since 1800 (Geoff Eley) – 64:2 (1999), 238-239.


______ The international co-operative movement (P.J. Maguire) - 64:1 (1999), 84-85.


Bonnassie, Pierre, From slavery to feudalism in South-Western Europe (Paul Fouracre) - 57:2 (1992), 67-68.


Religion and reconstruction: Britain after the war, 1945-51 (Peter Howlett) – 60:3 (1995), 82.
Burstein, P. Discrimination, jobs and politics. The struggle for equal employment opportunity in the United States since the new Deal (Margaret Walsh, review essay) – 64:2 (1999), 204-209.


Clark, David, We do not want the earth: The history of South Shields Labour Party (David E. Martin) – 58:2 (1993), 70.

Clark, Helen, Sing a rebel song: The story of James Connolly (John Newsinger) – 55:3 (1990), 66.

Clark, Katerina, Petersburg: Crucible of cultural revolution (Christopher Read) – 62:1 (1997), 82-83.

Clarke, Linda, Building capitalism: Historical change and the labour process in the production of the built environment (Jan Druker) – 58:1 (1993), 74-75.

Clarke, Oliver & Niland, John (eds.), Agenda for change: An international analysis of industrial relations in transition (John McIlroy) – 58:2 (1993), 86.


Cobble, Dorothy Sue, Dishing it out: Waitresses and their unions in the twentieth century (Margaret Walsh review essay) – 58:3 (1993), 81-87.


Cohen, Miriam, Workshop to office: two generations of Italian women in New York City, 1900-1950 (Lucio Sponza) – 58:3 (1993), 111-112.


The International faith: British labour’s attitude to European socialism (Nina Fishman) – 64:3 (1999), 358-359.


Crossick, Geoffrey (ed.), *The artisan and the European town, 1500-1900* (Helen Meller) – 64:2 (1999), 210-211.


_____ *When the mines closed. Stories of struggles in hard times* (Andrew Taylor review essay) - 64:3 (1999), 337-342.


Edwards, Hazel, Follow the banner: An illustrated catalogue of Northumberland miners' banners (Chris Wrigley) – 64:1 (1999), 97-98.


Eggert, Gerald G., Harrisburg industrializes: The coming of factories to American community (Christopher Clark) – 60:3 (1995), 92-93.


Esenwein, George R., Anarchist ideology and the working-class movement in Spain, 1868-1898 (Paul Heywood) - 55:3 (1990), 80-81.


Fine, Ben, *The coal question: Political economy and industrial change from the nineteenth century to the present day* (Colin Griffith) – 56:2 (1991), 59-60.


Finn, Janet L., *Tracing the veins: Of copper, culture and community from Bute to Chuquicamata* (Andrew Taylor review essay) - 64:3 (1999), 337-342.


Fowler, Simon, *Sources for labour history* (Christine Coates) – 57:3 (1992), 120.


Fulcher, James, *Labour movements, employers and the state: Conflict and cooperation in Britain and Sweden* (Dennis Smith) – 58:1 (1993), 92-93.


Hakim, Catherine, *Social change and innovation in the labour market* (Chris Wrigley) – 64:3 (1999), 368-369.
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